DECKED revolutionizes in-vehicle storage with an efficient, weatherproof
and ergonomic solution for the Nissan Titan and NV Cargo.
The DECKED system features two secure drawers that glide effortlessly
while maintaining full use of the truck bed or cargo van footprint.

STAINLESS STEEL
HARDWARE

2000 LB PAYLOAD

MADE IN THE USA

100% RECYCLED HIGH DENSITY
POLYETHYLENE (HDPE)

GALVANIZED STEEL SUBFRAME

STEEL DRAWER
BRACKETS

J-HOOK TIE DOWNS

(DECKED ATTACHES TO BED TIE
DOWNS OR CARGO ATTACHMENTS
WITH NO DRILLING OF THE
VEHICLE REQUIRED)

STEEL C-CHANNELS
WITH E-COATING

CAST ALUMINUM
POWDER-COATED
HANDLES

WEIGHT CAPACITIES
2000
200

evenly distributed payload
drawer capacity (each)

SYSTEM DIMENSIONS
length
width (widest point)
height
total weight (lbs)

lb
lb

short
bed

standard
bed

64.54”
67”-69.4”
12”
~200

75.25”
67”-69.4”
12”
~220

DRAWER DIMENSIONS
length (top of drawer)
length (bottom of drawer)
width (top of drawer)
width (bottom of drawer)
height
drawer volume (each)
drawer extension (each)

61.4”
55.4”
18”
16.75”
8.5”
5.4 ft3
48”

72.1”
66.1”
18”
16.75”
8.5”
6 ft3
48”

STEEL SUBFRAME
galvanized steel tubes
est. install time
est. removal & reinstall time

12 tubes

14 tubes
90-120 min
15 min

AMMO CAN STORAGE

SEALED BEARING
WHEELS (4 PER DRAWER)

(LOCATED IN EACH CORNER)

CAPACITY & PAYLOAD
decked uses hdpe , an incredibly resilient plastic with uv
inhibitors that is co - molded to a steel subframe . the
result is a highly durable product that is relatively light
in weight , yet boasts a remarkable , evenly distributed ,
2000 lb payload rating .

INTEGRATION
decked is designed to integrate with other products. steel
tubes run laterally through the deck halves allowing you
to mount or attach slide systems, vertical shelving units,
cargo tie downs and other accessories. these tubes are
demarcated by dimples in the deck for easy identification.
sales @ decked . com
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